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 mbps hmmmm How do you see your network speed on a windows machine? hateball: have you tried to reinstall nvidia drivers? babbus: Yes I hate ubuntu kyle__: Why? hateball: have you tried a clean install of ubuntu? babbus: It works, I run the same profile on 3 machines its slow. usr13, wrong person Sveta: Ok babbus: No, I want to be able to use KVM usr13, i'm not talking about you :) hateball: if
i remember right, you should be able to get kvm to run on the ubuntu without any problems hateball: just a second, i will try to get you the commands i used babbus: I have no VM software to be able to test :| hateball: hmmm, then im not sure, you should be able to run virtualbox in a way that it should work just fine hateball: never used kvm on ubuntu babbus: I'm using vbox hateball: you use vbox on

ubuntu then? babbus: And I run docker images on vbox, but the number of cores of the host must be 8 babbus, the VMs are still virtualized and it can happen that the host slows down to speed up the guest (as it happens when a vm runs ubuntu) hateball: ok, let me check something hateball, what does the host slowdown mean? hateball: is the host 2 or 8 cores? Sveta: oh ok, so this is not the same as
using virtualbox on ubuntu babbus: right now on 16.04 babbus, we're 82157476af
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